Obtaining the THREE-DIMENSIONAL structure of TREE orchards from remote 2D terrestrial LIDAR scanning
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Introduction

This is a Microsoft PowerPoint template that has font sizes optimized to be printed as a 24X7 poster. You only need to use the text. Use Arial 20 font in the text. We conceived the poster in four parts divided by horizontal straight lines. The color of figures and lines are related to the topic of the conference where the poster is included.

The upper part (header) of the poster is fixed, that is, follow the proposed format (e.g. number, size, color, etc.). In the little, write the keywords using UPCASE to emphasize; the rest should be lowercased. Given names should be completely spelled. Paste an ID picture (at least 6 x 6.5 cm) of the responsible of the poster to easily find him/her in the conference. Feel free to configure the other three parts as you need. Take up a greater space for the part you want to emphasize.

This template was inspired by the website: http://customeprints.com/es/powerpoint/templates
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Materials and methods

This paragraph is left justified. Be aware that simple left justification is infinitely better if your font doesn’t “space” neatly when fully justified. Some use Arial 12, and sometimes spacing difficulties can be fixed by manually inserting hidden hyphens into longer words (PowerPoint doesn’t do this automatically).

Please, reference all your figures (Fig. 1) and tables (Table 1). Be brief in your explanations and opt for pictures or drawings whenever possible. Images should be between 200ppp and 300ppp for optimum printing. NEVER use images less than 150ppp.
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Results

The overall layout for this section can, and probably should be modified from this template, depending on the size and number of charts and photographs your specific experiment generated.

You might want a single, large column to accompany a large map, or perhaps you could arrange 4 figures in a circle in the center of the poster. Do whatever it takes to make your results graphically clear. Use SI units. Paragraph format is fine, but sometimes a simple list of “bullets” point can communicate results more effectively.

- 4 or 9 of 12 brainstem-rats survived.

- Control rats completed maze faster, on average, than rats without brains.
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Conclusions

- Use bullet points to concisely state your conclusions.

- Conclusions should not be mere summaries of your results. What would one conclude from the results? What is the broader significance? Why should anyone care?

- This section should refer back to the “illustrating” mention in the introduction
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References

Use Arial 18 in this section. Please follow the bibliography instructions described in the Author's instructions for full paper submission in the website (go to: https://www.agtara.com/papers/). Input
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Figure 1. Don’t use graphics from the web (they look terrible when printed).

Figure 2. Illustration of important piece of equipment, or perhaps a flow chart summarizing experimental design. Scanned, hand-drawn illustrations are often preferable to computer-generated ones.
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Soil and crop proximal sensors
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Contact information

Please, look how to show them up in the PowerPoint help. Be as graphic as you can to quickly introduce a viewer to your question. Use a non-serial font for figure legend text to provide subtle cue to reader that he is not reading normal text section. Color can also be used as a cue.
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Note for preparing your poster, Table 1. Figures are sometimes unsavory. A suitable looks best when it is first composed within Microsoft Word, then “inserted” as an “Object”. If you can add small drawings or scans to your tables, do so.
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The effect we want: posterarity
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Figure 4. Be sure to separate figures from other figures by generous use of space. When figures are too crowded, viewers get confused about which figures read first and which legend goes with which figure. Note that you should turn text justification off for legends so that between word spacing is normal.
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Figure 5. You can use arrow boxes to visually guide the viewer through your results. These boxes can help viewers read your poster even when you’re not present.
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In conclusion, we hope you have found this template useful.